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Jackie Lieberman 

China 

Vietnam

Japan

Korea

• Taika reforms: attempt to remake Japanese monarch into an 

absolute Chinese-style emperor; included attempts to create 

professional bureaucracy and peasant conscript army

• Bushi: regional warriors leaders in Japan; ruled small kingdoms 
from fortresses; administered the law, supervised public works 

projects, and collected revenues; built up private armies

• Samurai: mounted troops of Japanese warrior leaders (bushi); 

loyal to local lords, not the emperor

• Sepukku: ritual suicide of disembowelment in Japan; 
commonly known in West as hara- kiri; demonstrated courage 

and a means to restore family honor

• Minamoto: defeated the rival Taira family in Gempei 
Wars and established military government (bakufu) in 
12th century Japan

• Bakufu: military government established by the 
Minamoto following the Gempei Wars; centered at 
Kamakura; retained emperor, but real power resided in 
military government and samurai

• Shoguns: military leaders of the bakufu

• Daimyos: warland rulers of 300 small states following civil 
war and disruption of Ashikaga Shogunate; holdings 
consolidated into unified and bounded mini-states

• Sinification: extensive adaptation of Chinese culture in 
other regions; typical of Korea and Japan, less typical of 
Vietnam 

• Aristocrats were ranked
• Mobility between groups

• Warrior leaders and warrior class

• Peasants become similar to serfs

• Shoguns- military leaders

• Wealthy commercial class

• Guild organizations

• Social Rank
• Emperor

• Soldier

• Merchants Minamoto no Yoritomo, the first shogun of 
kamakura shogunate 
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• Taika reforms to revamp the imperial administration 
with Chinese influence

• Struggled to master Chinese aristocracy

• Chinese style emperor

• Created a professional bureaucracy 

• Bushi administered law, supervised projects, 
collected revenue; troops who served them= 
Samurai

• Moving towards feudalism

• Banufu- military government

• Collapse of a centralized authority

• The moved capital did not allow the influence of 
Buddhism

• Militia forces led to further eroding of control of the 
imperial household

• Merchants were important

• Trade

• Independent invention of feudalism

• Japanese struggled to master Chinese ways

• Peasants turned to Buddhist monks

• Adopted Buddhism

• Syncretism- Buddhism with Kami (Japanese Spirit) 

• Writing was the most valued art

• Polytheistic and mystical view of religion

• Women had independence in artisan and 
merchant families

• Women in warrior class had no land or income

• Zen Buddhism

• Revival of Chinese influence in Japan

• Shinto- Japanese religion

• Regular tax collection

• support of construction of irrigations systems

• building of strong rural communities

• Warfare between Mogouryo, Silla, and Paekche

• No religious rulers

• Emperors

• Aristocrats were the only ones who really mattered 
in Korean society 

• They were divided into several ranks that socialized 
neither with each other nor with the rest of the 
population
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• Ruled by indigenous dynasties 

• The Choson (earliest Korean kingdom) was 
conquered by the Han empire of Wudi

• Koguryo monarch presented a unified law code 
based on Han China and tried to created a Chinese 
style bureaucracy

• Colonized by Chinese settlers 

• Koreans improved Chinese printing by creating a 
way to hold the metal type in place in the long 
registers using honey as glue

• Chinese influences filtered into culture

• Sinification 

• Buddhism supplied key links between Korean and 
successors of Han dynasty

• Chinese writing was introduced 

• Under Silla monarchs and Koryo dynasty that 
followed China influences peaked and Korean 
culture flourished for the first time

• Trade with Chinese and Japanese was devoted to 
providing aristocrats with luxuries 

• Exported mainly raw materials (forest products, 
metals like copper) mined by “near-slaves” living in 
horrible conditions 

• Aristocrats financed artisan production for export, 
and sometimes lent money 

• This limited activities of artisans and traders 

•Vietnamese women have historically had greater freedom and 
more influence, both within the family and in society at large, than 
their Chinese counterparts.
•Vietnamese women were understandably hostile to the Confucian 
codes and family system that would have confined them to the 
household and subjected them to male authority figures. 

•The Vietnamese equivalent of the Chinese scholar-
gentry(Mandarin) never enjoyed as much power.
•When the Chinese and Vietnamese were supposedly equal the 
villages in Vietnam were much less secure than that of the Chinese.

•Local Vietnamese officials tended to identify with the peasantry 
rather than with the court and higher administrators.
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• Hue court

• The Vietnamese made good use of the larger population and 
superior bureaucratic and military organization that the Chinese 

connection had fostered.

• The power of the scholar- bureaucrats in Vietnam was also limited in 

the reign of many dynasties by competition from well-educated 
Buddhist monks.

• In the centuries after the Chinese conquest, the Vietnamese elite 
was drawn into the bureaucratic machine that the Han emperors 
and the shi(bureaucrats) had developed to hold together the 
empire woman by the Quin. They attended Chinese-style schools, 
where they wrote in the Chinese script and read and memorized the 
classical Chinese texts of Confucius and Mencius.

• Over time, the Vietnamese elite also adopted the extended family 
model and took to venerating their ancestors in the Confucian 
manner.
• Trung sisters- Leaders of one of the frequent peasant rebellions in 
Vietnam against Chinese rule; revolt broke out in 39 C.E.; 
demonstrates importance of Vietnamese women in indigenous 
society. 
• Vietnamese struggle for independence was assisted by the fragility 
of the links that bound them to China.

• The Vietnamese next clashed with the Khmers, who had begun to 
move into the Mekong delta region during the centuries of the 
Vietnamese drive south.

•A strong tradition of village autonomy, physically symbolized by the bamboo hedges 
that surround northern Vietnamese villages to present the day.

•The Vietnamese delighted in the chicken fights, a typical southwest Asian pastime.
•They developed art and literature, especially poetry that was refined and distinct 
from that of Chinese.
•Vietnamese literature attests to the less than reverent attitudes felt by Vietnamese 
collaborators toward Chinese learning and culture.
•In Vietnamese writings, self-doubt and mockery turn to rage and a fierce 
determination to resist Chinese dominance, whatever the cost.

• Agriculture dominates the 

economy. 

1. One problem facing historians who study the Mongols is 

(D) the Mongols never wrote anything down, leaving no 

direct records. 

2. Although the Mongols were often brutal (B) they were 

tolerant of religious differences among the conquered 

peoples. 

3. Pastoral nomads from the central Asian steppe who 

had threatened sedentary cultures throughout world 

history included all of these EXCEPT (D) Bantu. 

4. The major concern of the Mongols upon conquering 

China was (D) avoiding assimilation into Chinese 

culture.

5. Which of the following accurately illuminates the 
place of women in Mongol society? (D) the banning 
of Mongol women from fighting or hunting

6. The greatest impact of the Mongol unification of 
much of central Asia was (A) the facilitation of trade, 
which also enabled the spread of the Black Death 
from China to Europe

7. The transformative power of pastoral nomads over 
sedentary states finally came to an end (B) with the 
advances made by sedentary states in the 
centralization of their power and in the production of 
advanced military technology, such as mobile 
artillery, repeating rifles and railways. 


